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'Nifty index continued its positive move for fourth
consecutive session and registered a fresh four month’s
high of 8920. It continued its higher top – higher bottom
formation and respecting its major support trend line by
connecting the bottoms of 7893 and 8327. It formed a
Bullish candle on daily chart and supports are shifting
higher to 8850. Now till it holds above 8850 zone this rally
may extend towards 8968 and 9000 while on the downside
multiple supports are seen near to 8820.

Sector  Outlook

BANKS POSITIVE

MEDIA POSITIVE

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Derivatives

 STRATEGY UPDATE :  Dishtv Bull Call Spread

Instrument B/S Lot Reco CMP
23 FEB 92.5 CE Buy 1 0.8 1.7

23 FEB 95 CE Sell 1 0.4 0.7

Market DriversNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. R1 R2 S1 S2

8908 8970 9000 8850 8820

3 Indian markets continued to head higher amid a bit
of volatility. Banks saw smart rally. Axis Bank saw
gains on reports that other banks have also evinced
interest in the stake. While Axis Bank has denied
merger talks with Kotak, the talks and reports will
keep players interested. Among this space, ICICI Bank
looks attractive as overall incremental stress is likely
to be limited in corporate assets and thus return
ratios should improve going ahead. Reports also in-
dicated that ONGC could buy out the govts stake in
HPCL or BPCL as per the broad directive of Govt
earlier to have integrated player in the oil sector.
Govt also announced the OFS of BEL. On results front,
Castrol numbers were muted. Reliance Jio an-
nounced tariff plans and that is being seen as posi-
tive for the sector as competitive intensity could
reduce. Bharti Airtel remains preferred bet in the
telecom space. Overall banking, oil sector will re-
main in focus. Nifty having sustained about the 8850
levels looks positive.

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 23-Feb 9000 5412375 -1227900

Bank Nifty 23-Feb 21000 1186520 98240

Highest Call OI

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 23-Feb 8800 5159850 -486000

Bank Nifty 23-Feb 20000 976720 -4760

Highest Put OI

Nifty Chart

Target Profit: Rs.9000   SL Rs 3000

Scrip Reco MBP SL Target

ICICIBANK BUY 284.8 278 298

Trading Idea - Cash & Future

Interim Dividend - CENTUM INR 2.00, CONCOR INR 9.60,

CONTROLP INR 2.50, DCMSHRIRAM INR 2.80, ELDEHSG INR
12.50, GREAVESCOT INR 4.00, HGS INR 2.50, HITECHGEAR INR
1.25, ICIL INR 0.40, MEP INR 0.10, MOIL INR 5.00, NCLIND INR
1.00, NICCOPAR INR 0.15, NRBBEARING INR 1.40, PODARPIG
INR 2.50, SJVN INR 2.25, SUDARSCHEM INR 2.50, SUPRAJIT INR
0.50, VETO INR 1.00, VIDHIDYE INR 0.20, VIPIND INR 0.80

CEATLTD, HDIL, IBREALEST, IFCI, JINDALSTEL, JPASSOCIAT,
TV18BRDCST, WOCKPHARMA

Corporate Action:

Security in Ban period:

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

66.97 66.75 66.50 67.20 67.40

The pair is likely to trade in a range between immediate
support at 66.85-66.90 and resistance at 67.15-67.20.
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Derivatives Idea

Buy 1 Lot 92.5 CE
Sell 1 Lot 95 CE

3 DISHTV had witnessed accumulation in open
interest in past few trading session

3 Put built-up at 90 could act as a vital support,
while unwinding in 90 CE could propel mo-
mentum towards 94-95 on immediate basis

3 As we are participating bullish momentum,
Bull Call Spread is recommended

Institution Net B/S  OI

Index Future -1017 Short

Index Options -727 Writing

Stock Futures 341 Long

Major Price %  Change Major OI %  Combine Change

FII F&O

FII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)

Cat.  Amt  MTD YTD

FII -1436 7571 9443

DII 1535 -70 26922

Trading Calls

   MBP INR 284.8

   Target INR 298

3 'It has managed to turn from its immediate
support of 275 and holding the gains from last
three trading session

3 It has formed a Bullish price pattern on lower
degree chart and looks attractive in line with
the buying in entire banking space

3 Thus recommending to buy on a decline for
the target of 298 with the SL of 278 levels

Buy

ICICIBANK

Bull Call Spread

Dishtv
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Morning Meet Notes
Research Notes

Airlines

3 Domestic AP +25.3% YoY (v/s +23.1% in 3QFY17). at the cost of yields

3 ASK +20.7% YoY (v/s +21.1% in 3QFY17) RPKs +26.4% YoY (v/s +22.8% in 3QFY17

3 Indigo +39.8% YoY in Jan 17, Spice Jet +21.6% YoY, GoAir +27.4% YoY

RJio commercial launch: A big welcome positive

Free usage period will end on 31st March : Unlimited voice & data services at 301/ yr if they have prime membership at 99 /yr [expectation was of INR 100 /yr]

RJio's unlimited plans to be ARPU-accretive for the industry

3 Jio plan is significantly higher than industry; Ind Blended ARPU INR145 and for data subscribers at INR185; Bharti's (the leader) blended ARPU is INR172

Battle of capacity

3 Only operators with sizeable data coverage and capacity will be able to protect their market shares and benefit from the industry's ARPU accretion

3 Bharti with ~1,70,000 broadband sites (4G + 3G) v/s RJio's ~1,15,000 should be able to match RJio's capacity, Voda + Idea ~170k sites

RJio could turn profitable sooner than expected : ~100m subscribers and ARPU of INR200

Initial fears relating to demonetization exaggerated; Yet, impact evident in most sectors; continuing into 4Q for a few

3 Initial fears relating to demonetization were exaggerated. several micro-initiatives - credit extension, distribution expansion, and cost control across the board.

3 Most sectors navigated demonetization without material impact on P&L. NBFCs and Autos-Four Wheelers 4QFY17 performance critical

3 Private capex cycle is yet to revive and management commentaries do not suggest imminent pick-up, though order execution is broadly on track.

3 BFSI, CASA deposits received a huge boost. corporate credit growth is yet to revive and broader asset quality recovery still seems distant.

3 Environment for B2C sectors was constrained due to demonetization. One needs to closely monitor demand revival and pricing actions by India Inc to form a view on
sustenance of the current elevated operating margins.
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3 NSE USDINR (Feb. contract) eventually rallied from support to close yesterday's

session higher near 67.11.

3 The pair is still stuck in a range of 66.95 - 67.20 and either side breach could

provide further direction.

3 As long as below 67.20, sideways to negative move could continue.

Currency Ideas

USDINR EURINR

3 NSE EURINR (Feb. contract) has reversed sharply from short-term support

near 70.60-70.50 zone, closing yesterday's session higher near 71.35

3 Previous low near 70.50 is now likely to provide support to the pair whereas

71.05 / 71.70 remain crucial resistances.

3 Move on either side of 70.50 or 71.05 may provide further clear direction.
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